Immunophenotyping in systemic mastocytosis diagnosis: 'CD25 positive' alone is more informative than the 'CD25 and/or CD2' WHO criterion.
Aberrant expression of CD2 and/or CD25 by bone marrow, peripheral blood or other extracutaneous tissue mast cells is currently used as a minor World Health Organization diagnostic criterion for systemic mastocytosis. However, the diagnostic utility of CD2 versus CD25 expression by mast cells has not been prospectively evaluated in a large series of systemic mastocytosis. Here we evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of CD2 versus CD25 expression in the diagnosis of systemic mastocytosis. Mast cells from a total of 886 bone marrow and 153 other non-bone marrow extracutaneous tissue samples were analysed by multiparameter flow cytometry following the guidelines of the Spanish Network on Mastocytosis at two different laboratories. The 'CD25+ and/or CD2+ bone marrow mast cells' World Health Organization criterion showed an overall sensitivity of 100% with 99.0% specificity for the diagnosis of systemic mastocytosis whereas CD25 expression alone presented a similar sensitivity (100%) with a slightly higher specificity (99.2%). Inclusion of CD2 did not improve the sensitivity of the test and it decreased its specificity. In tissues other than bone marrow, the mast cell phenotypic criterion revealed to be less sensitive. In summary, CD2 expression does not contribute to improve the diagnosis of systemic mastocytosis when compared with aberrant CD25 expression alone, which supports the need to update and replace the minor World Health Organization 'CD25+ and/or CD2+' mast cell phenotypic diagnostic criterion by a major criterion based exclusively on CD25 expression.